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論文題目 「三次元データと機械学習を用いたヒト静止立位におけるバランス戦略・戦術の判別法に
関する研究」
“A Study on Classifier Method of Balance Strategy and Balance tactics in Human Quiet Standing Using Three
Dimensional Data and Machine Learning”
The PhD candidate Takayuki Yagi presented his PhD defense presentation on July 10th (for Visiting Prof. Tomita
and Prof. Cheung) and July 13th (for Prof. Furuyama, Inamura, Sugimoto, Cheung) for 45 minutes each, followed
by an extended period of questions and answers. The presentation was structured along the outline of his PhD
thesis. Chapter 1 and 2 discuss the importance, history and definitions of balance strategies and tactics for human
stand pose. Chapter 3 describes data collection at a stroke rehabilitation clinic using force plate, motion sensors
and a Kinect camera that captures 3D depth images. Chapter 4 describes visual evaluation of stand poses by
medical experts. Chapter 5 discusses the proposed Kinect-based stand-pose evaluation system, composed of
Kalman and graph-based filtering to exploit temporal and spatial correlation for denoising, and a linear support
vector machine (SVM) to classify a short frame sequence of stand pose into different categorizations. Chapter 6
through 9 evaluate the effectiveness of different denoising filters, static and dynamic visual features, and
accuracy of different pose categorizations.

The main technical questions raised during the examination are as follows. The importance of the differentiation
between balance strategies and tactics for human stand pose evaluation (from a rehabilitation viewpoint) should
be stressed, and their definitions be more clearly defined upfront. The meaning and the effects of removing
boundary cases (where experts may disagree based on subjective visual evaluation) should be discussed more
in-depth. The meaning of the three categorizations (into 2, 3 and 5 classes) should be discussed clearly. Given
features are hand-picked, the potential benefit of an SVM-based approach over a deep-learning-based
approach—e.g., with classification results that can be meaningfully and semantically interpreted—should be
highlighted. Given the argued usefulness of fine-grained categorization (e.g., 5 classes), the thesis should focus
on tactics as well as strategies of human stand pose. The following new title of the thesis was suggested
“A Study on Classifier Method of Balance Strategy and Balance tactics in Human Quiet Standing Using Three
Dimensional Data and Machine Learning”

This means that the problem should be posed formally in terms of tactics in Chapter 1 and 2 in the thesis. The
definition of “balance” should be defined formally early in the presentation and thesis. Contributions to the field
of informatics should be stated clearly in Chapter 1 and 2 of the thesis. Suggestions were made also for chapter
headings. The student will make appropriate changes to the written thesis according to the comments provided

by the committee before submission.

During committee discussion, the panel felt the candidate has demonstrated competency in the chosen field of
study (machine-assisted evaluation of human stand pose) and has designed and constructed a system based on a
Kinect camera sensor that has demonstrable statistical accuracy. The committee has also felt that the candidate
has satisfactorily addressed all the raised issues during the earlier examination. The candidate has a published
first-authored paper in a recognized journal, Japanese Journal of Physiological Anthropology, in the chosen field
of study. Based on the technical merits demonstrated by the candidate, the evaluation committee has
unanimously concluded that the candidate has passed the thesis examination.
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